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ABSTRACT 
I t  is easier to monitor the spawning area of  the 

Pacific sardine than to mount a full-scale effort to 
precisely estimate spawning biomass. Monitoring the 
spawning area may be particularly economical when 
the sardine is extremely rare or extremely abundant. 
Such imprecise estimates will probably not answer 
the management question of  whether or not to set a 
specific biomass quota. Thc spawning area estimate 
is a candidate- with acrial surveys, scale sedimen- 
tation rates, and acoustic-trawl surveys- for use in 
interpolating betwren ycars whcn the iiiorc prrcisc 
SWFC daily egg production method is used. 

RESUMEN 
Resulta inis ficil inonitorear el irea de dcsovc de 

la sardina del Pacific0 que montar un estudio a gran 
escala que estime con precisi6n la bioinasa del de- 
sove. El monitoreo del irea del desove parece ser wia 
salida econ61nica cuando la abundaiicia de la sardina 
es extremadamente baja o extreinadatnciite alta. Es- 
tas estimaciones imprecisas probablemente no con- 
testen las preguntas adniinistrativas relacionadas 
con la posibilidad de iinpoiier una ciiota a la bioinasa 
especifica. La estimaci6n del irea de desove junto 
con estudios aereos, determinacioiics de velocidad 
de sedimentaci6n de las escamas, y estudios de a- 
rrastres acusticos sea probablemente el mejor rnktodo 
para interpolar datos entre aquellos afios cuando el 
metodo mas precis0 de la produccion de huevos del 
SWFC es utilizado. 

INTRODUCTION 
The sardine fishery has been thoroughly reviewed 

by Ahlstrom and Radovich (1970). The fishery bc- 
gan in Monterey in the nineteenth century and srew 
to a maximum seasonal catch of just over 700,000 
metric tons (MT) in the 1936-37 season. The catches 
began to disappear from the Pacific Northwest and 
northern California in 1945-46 and were inconse- 
quential by 1952-53. There was a minor resurgence 

to 115,OOO M T  in the 1958-59 season; thereafter the 
fishery declined to very low levels. 

There appears to bc some recovery of  the Pacific 
sardine stock (Parrish et al. 1989) off southern Cali- 
fornia (Wolf and Smith 1986; Wolf et al. 1987). as 
evidenced by the tendcncy for the spawning area to 
increase. Since 1986, small quotas for commercial 
catch have been permitted (907 M T  for all use, 317 
M T  for live bait, 227 M T  for dead bait). The  inci- 
dental catch of sardine has also increased, particu- 
larly in the I’ncific mnckcrel fishcry (Wolf 1989). If  
the spiwning hioniass contiiiucs to incrcase. there 
\vi11 sooii bc n i i w d  for n inaiiagcmciit plan, and 
decisions wi l l  havc to be made about monitoring the 
size of the stock. The moratorium on sardine catch 
for a11 uses was managed iiiformally from 1974 to 
1984 with an annual stateiiieiit that the biomass a p  
peared to be below 2O.OOO short tons. Currently, the 
spawning biomass of sardine is estimated from a 
spawning area relationship published by Wolf and 
Smith (1985). The quota of  907 M T  for all uses has 
been constant sincc 1986, but may be increased by 
the California Departmelit of Fish and Game. 

The Southwest Fisheries Center Coastal Division 
has devised an  absolute, instantaneous daily egg 
production method to estiinatc spawning biomass 
of northern anchovy (Lnsker 1985). It remains for a 
manageincnt plan to determine how often and how 
precisely the spawning biomass of sardine must be 
iiionitored. Annual management advice is currently 
based on the stock synthesis model (Methot 1989; 
Lo and Methot 1989 Jacobson and Lo 1989). 

Zweifel (1973) noted that the number of sardine 
eggs per positive station remained stable from 1951 
to 1960, even as the population of sardine declined 
by nearly an order of magnitude. Smith and Rich- 
ardson (1977: table 3.10) showed that the mean num- 
ber of eggs per positive station varied little, even 
with different quantitative net tows and population 
sizes varying from 4 million to 200,000 tons. Wolf 
et al. (1987: table 2) demonstrated that the mean 
number per positive net tow remained stable, with 
a sardine spawning biomass estimated at 20,000 
tons; thus, over a measured range of 20,000 to 4 
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Fwre 1 L m a l m  01 net lows laken 10 search lor Pactfr sardine eggs m A p I ,  May. and June 1929. Awl. May. and June 1930. February-August 1931, and Febwry. 
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eggs but none were lound 

million tons of spawning biomass, the distribution 
of sardine eggs per positive station remains the 
same. Qe believe that this circumstance arises from 
the schooling habit o f  adults, regardless of the 
spawning biomass of the population; the further be- 
havioral concentration of sperm and eggs by the 
fraction of fish involved in spawning at the time of 
external fertilization in the open sea; and the subse- 
quent dispersal by turbulent diffusion (Smith 1973; 
Smith and Hewitt 1985; Mangel 1985; Mangel and 
Smith. in press). Theoretically, the number of eggs 
per positive station could decline at high biomass 
concentrations because filter feeding in schooling 
fishes like the sardine and anchovy may result in 
incidental cannibalism and predation of the eggs 
(Gulland 1971; Alheit 1987; Smith et al. 1990). 

It is assumed that the management plan for sar- 
dine will be similar to that for anchovy, with two 
thresholds (PFMC 1983). When the spawning bio- 
mass is below the lower threshold, no fishery is per- 
mitted; when the spawning biomass is between the 
lower and upper threshold, a fixed fraction of the 
spawning biomass, based on demographic consid- 
erations, is established as a quota for the ensuing 
year; and when the spawning biomass is above the 
upper threshold, no further catch is authorized. The 
lower threshold is established at the point that the 
costs of the fisher’s search for the remaining fish 

increase, and where further catches would probably 
delay the recovery of the stock to higher productiv- 
ity. The upper threshold is established at the point 
where fleet and processor capitalization and costs of 
marketing would not be repaid owing to the tem- 
porary nature of  high biomass. This requires rather 
precise monitoring of spawning biomass near the 
lower threshold, and less precise estimates at all 
other biomass levels. Also, the policy of using in- 
dices ofabundance rather than annual absolute mea- 
sures of abundance reduces management costs for 
assessing stock at higher levels of abundance while 
providing for a stable fishery. 

I t  is the purpose of this paper to present data to 
aid in designing programs to estimate and monitor 
biomass. These programs should contribute to 
management of the Pacific sardine fishery and to the 
understanding of interactions among the sardines, 
other planktivorous fishes, and their environment. 
The data used in the original paper on this topic by 
Zweifel (1973) will be extended from 1940 to the 
present. 

METHODS AND RESULTS 
Surveys of sardine eggs and larvae were con- 

ducted in 1929-32 (Scofield 1934; figure 1). 1939- 
1941 (Ahlstrom 1948; Ahlstrom 1966; Smith 1972 
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Flgure 2 Locatans of net taws taken lo search lor Pack  sardum w1 May 
and June 1939 (AhMrwn 1948) Net tows taken by SMlield (1934) w e  used 
10 desgn the a u w  

figure 2); and 1951-89 (CalCOFI on-line data sys- 
tem). Although distributions of eggs and larvae per 
net tow can be obtained for all these time periods, it 
is not possible to measure the areal boundaries of the 
spawning distribution for all sets of years. For this 
illustration, 1 have chosen the time series of sardine 
eggs and larvae for the area surveyed in 1941 (figure 
3). At that time, virtual population estimates were 
based on the assumption that every female over 2 
years old was a spawner; maturity and gonadal ac- 
tivity were not checked in each year. 

The method used here for estimating biomass is 
the “index area” method. The  quality of this method 
depends on the assumptions that the area chosen 

- ,.. 

contains all the biomass, is a consistent fraction of  
the total spawning area, or contains a constant frac- 
tion of the spawning biomass. I t  is likely that all time 
series used will suffer from violation of the same 
assumptions, since all. values contain measurement 
error, and the values are drawn from an autocorre- 
lated time series. I do  not believe the regression 
methods used (Williams 1983) are valid for direct 
estimates of spawning biomass for management 
purposes. Recognizing these limitations, I will use 
the well-known procedures for linear regression to 
evaluate the components of indirect measures of 
population size. 

Regression Analysis 
Data on egg and larval abundance are available for 

selected years for a major region of spawning. In a 
previous analysis of anchovy and sardine (Smith 
1972). only the larval data were used. I t  was noted 
that larvae can be sampled over 3 weeks and disperse 
and cover more area than eggs, which can only be 
sampled over 3 days. In addition, the eggs retain the 
distributional characteristics of the schooled adults 
that spawned them. Although larvae have the statis- 
tical advantage ofdispersal, over 3 weeks’ time there 
may be considerably more variability in mortality 
than for eggs. In this study I use both egg and larval 
data as well as the biomass estimates from virtual 
population methods used for catch analysis from 
1932 through 1965 (Murphy 1966: 1932-44; MacCall 
1979: 1945-65; table 1). For the remainder of the text 
I use the notation as follows: 

VPM- the biomass (MT) of sardines 2 years old 

E-the egg census estimate of abundance in the 
and older; 

entire survey area (#/lorn’); 
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TABLE 1 
Data for Regression Estimates Using the Census Estimate 
or the Partitioned Estimates of Eggs or Larvae and the 
Virtual Population Methods ( VPM) for Pacific Sardine 

Year N E L PE PL VPM 

A. Yursfor which VPM isavailable 
~ Y U )  140 699.10 49.13 0 . 7 3  0.808 1759.6 
1Y41 210 336% 36.88 0.629 0.748 2457.1 
1951 96 33.33 2.W 0.167 0.146 2770 
lY52 152 6.85 3.49 0.099 0.105 136.0 

.. .- - ~ - - . . - . - - 

1953 226 0.21 0.07 n.031 0.013 W . O  
IY% 219 3y.67 11.98 0.1% O . I I O  l j9.1) 
1955 142 26.87 7 . 3  0.169 0.092 171).0 
1956 1%) 47.88 6.90 0.090 0.045 108.0 
1957 145 23.00 12.09 0.103 l).t197 w.0 
I Y ~ S  171 w.38 8.w 1t.m 0.310 177.0 
lY5Y 1W 182.00 7.88 0.187 0 . m  112.0 
1960 197 117.14 4.47 0.183 0.168 Sq.1) 
i%i 73 17.08 1.40 0 . w  n.os2 3.0 
1 x 2  64 1.77 0.95 0.016 0.017 TIN 
1963 77 14.22 1.Y4 0.052 0.039 21.4) 
1% 183 0.43 0.00 o . 0 ~  0.005 11.o 
I965 112 4.57 0.79 0.107 0.OYR 3.11 
B. Years for which no VPM is available 
1W> 169 2.111 (J.3 ll.l)12 O.lJ53 
IY6Y 147 V.33 IJ.26 ll.lJ27 0.IYI 
1072 11s 0 IN) 11 11.3 I L ( Y W 1  II.IYB 
1Y7i 267 1.54 0.l17 I l . $ J X  I 1  ol17 
107S 1SY 11.38 0 . I X  1).020 O . 0 1 6  
1W1 139 1 J . W  0.23 0.I)IY I).(HJ7 
I Y M  141 3.40 6.50 II.IKrl O.lJ3 
1935 W IC).% X . 8 0  O.MI 0.051 
19% I83 3.45 3.62 l1.1)11 IJ.044 
1%7 81 18.73 23.00 O.M2 0 . 1 1 1  
I%S 85 40.75 2.25 O.IR2 I).M7 
IWY 72 61.0) 4.96 0.111 0.167 

Kry: N = niinibcrofiier rows included; E = egg ccl~suscsriniaicot' 
abuiidaiicc L = larval ccns~s csriniarc; PE = proprrion ofnrr rou 5 

conraining sardine cggs: PL = proporrion ofncr rows conraining 
sardinc larvae VPM = biomass ofsardine 2 years old a i d  older. 

. ..-. .. ~ 

L- the larval census estimate (#/lorn'; Smith 

PE-the proportion of the net tows containing 

PL - the proportion of the net tows containing 

NE-the number of eggs per positive station (#/ 

NL-the number of  larvae per positive station 

1972) ; 

sardine eggs (positive stations); 

sardine larvae; 

lorn'); and 

(#/lorn?. 

NE and NL are not listed in table 1 because they are 
obtained simply by dividing the census estimate (E) 
by the proportion of positive stations (PE). 

Table 2 lists the parameters, the standard errors of 
estimate of the parameters, the Student's I value of 
the estimate. the probability of the t value, the F 
value of analysis of variance, and the probability of 
the F value. No constant is less than .OS, thus all the 
equations were redone forcing the zero-intercept. 

Omission of the constant when evaluating PE did 
not materially change the F value of the analysis of 
variance. 

Possibly the most significant result of this analysis 
for monitoring the sardine biomass is the weakness 
of number of eggs or larvae per positive station 
when coupled with the probability of a positive sta- 
tion; in both cases p is greater than .05 and negative 
in reflecting changes in biomass (PEand NE, PL and 
N L  in table 2; see also N E  in figure 4B). As in the 
previous analysis (Smith 1972), the constants are not 
important, and the larval time series, with or with- 
out inclusion of number per positive station (NL). 
are marginally better predictors of spawning bio- 
mass (actually biomass of age 2 + )  than the equiva- 
lent measures of eggs (table 2). This may simply 
reflect the longer duration and better mixing with 
resultant lower variance of the larval estimates. I use 
the proportion of eggs relationship (PE) to extend 
the biomass time series to the present (table 3; figure 
4A). 

Another significant result is that the standard er- 
rors of the parameter estimates are all relarivcly 
large. This implies than none of these estimates 
would be adequate for year-by-year ~nanageineiit 
advice during close regulation of the fishery. I t  
seems likely that some of this parameter error is due 
to the fixed maturation a t  2 years of age. The largest 
dcviations occur at the times of significant temper- 
atureanomalies. It  may be that temperature plays an 
important role in determining the rate of maturation 
in sardine, as has been found for anchovy (Methot 
1989). If the age a t  first maturity is sho\vn to be 
influenced by temperature, it is likely that the VPA 
series could be adjusted from temperature records 
on hand (see Methot 1989, table 1). 

Even with the improvement in accuracy, it does 
not appear from table 3 that useful estimates can bc 
obtained from the level ofsampling effort now being 
conducted in the quarterly CalCOFI surveys. Al- 
though the trend of recovery may be essentially cor- 
rect, the spawning biomasses indicated may well be 
overestimates (Wolf and Smith 1986; Wolf et 71. 

1987). In the absence ofan adequate SWFC daily egg 
production method estimate to provide a recent cal- 
ibration. it does not seem likely that spawning area 
estimates alone will be adequate for setting quotas 
for the Pacific sardine fishery (figure 4A). The 
spawning area estimate would be useful for moni- 
toring the sardine stock at  high levels, and the area 
and VPM or stock synthesis estimates may be useful 
for examining this population's impact on the eco- 
system. If the stock recovers to more than a niillion 
cons it may be necessary to conduct wide-ranging 
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TABLE2 
Compuiron 8nd EVduation of Regression Parameten for Indirect Errinution of Spwnhg  Biomass Of P8cific S8rdine 

Redictac Cocf SD Student's : P F-ratio P 
A. Withcornrunt 
Conuanr 
E 

Conuanr 
L 

G n s u n i  
PE 

G n s u n r  
PL 

Conurnr 
h'E 

Caastanr 
KL 

Consunc 
E 
L 

Gmstanr 
I'f 
Ax 

Coraunr 
PL 
.SL 

Camrnr 
1% 
I'L 
NE 
N L  
B. Noconstant 
E 

L 

PE 

PL 

.VE 

N L  

E 
L 

PE 
M 

PL 
YL 

PE 
PL 
\'E 
VL 

51.2 
3.0976 

-68.40 
45.489 

-225.5 
2946.9 

- 143.87 
2fi51.7 

-77.5 
1.4407 

m,.4 
1.114 

-85.7s 
- 1.034 
58.22 

- 15H.R 
3.559.9 
- 0.6284 

- 175.0 
2617.8 

0.669 

-67.0 
- 2425 

5214 
-0.6225 

2.183 

3.1239 

43.032 

2379.4 

345.1 

3.1915 

4.527 

-0.769 
52.27 

3469.8 
-0.8776 

2437.8 
-0.881 

- 3963 
320 

-0.6318 

113.5 
0.5747 

88.15 
5.511 

108.7 
390.3 

83.w> 
381.1 

214.0 
0.5453 

252.3 
3.921 

91 .th9 

1.5.64 
1.168 

115.2 
574.2 

11.4432 

111.4 
269.2 

1.536 

113.2 
201') 
1669 

0.3882 
1.519 

0.489891 

4.455 

305.9 

231.6 

0.3476 

2.663 

1.154 
14.26 

587.3 
0.4166 

w . 7  
1.134 

1758 
1484 

0.37S1 

0.45 
5.39 

-0.78 
8.25 

-2.07 
7.55 

- 1.73 
9.43 

-0.41 
2.64 

1.17 
0.2s 

-0.w 
-11.67 

3.72 

- 1.3s 
(8.21 I 

- I .42 

- 1.57 
9.16 
0.44 

-0.59 
-1.-M 

3.12 
-1.60 

1.44 

6.59 

9.66 

7.7s 

10.12 

3.72 

1.70 

-0.68 
3.67 

5.91 
-2.11 

Y.07 
-0.71 

- 1.69 
3.7Y 

-1.67 
1.34 

0.659 
O.Oo0 

0.450 
O.Oo0 

0.056 
O.Oo0 

0.104 
O.Oo0 

0.722 
0.018 

0.258 
0.780 

0.362 
0.399 
O.WJ2 

n. vw) 
O.l I (Y1 
0.178 

0.139 
O.Oo0 
0 . m  

0.565 
0.253 
0.009 
0.135 
0.176 

o.wn 
O.Oo0 

O.Oo0 

0.OOO 

0.002 

0.109 

0.505 
0.002 

O.Oo0 
0.052 

O.Oo0 
0.486 

0.116 
0.002 
0.119 
0.332 

3.05 

68.12 

57.00 

811.96 

6.98 

O.oI( 

33.IIY 

31.12 

42.17 

38.39 

43.44 

Y3.30 

lil0.52 

102.50 

13.80 

2.89 

45.33 

38.98 

49.93 

39.12 

-__ . _ -  

Kc).: E 
eggs per posirivc srarion: PL = proponion ofncr rows conraining sardine Ix\.ac: KL = nunibcr o f  I a n w  pcr posirivc warion. 

egg census csrirnarc ofnbundancc; L = larval ccnsus csriniarc: I'E = proporrioi~ of ncr tows conraining sardine cgps: NE = niinlbcr of 
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YEAR 

40 5 0 6 0  7o m an 
e YEAR 

TABLE 3 
V i 1  Population t t i n v c u  of Sardine Spawning 

B-ss (2+) Derived from Regression on the 
Roporcion of Positive Egg Stations io 1940-41 

8nd 195145 

N 

240 
210 
90 

152 
22% 
2 l Y  
142 
1% 
145 
171 
188 
197 
73 
M 
77 

183 
111 
169 
147 
I18  
167 
189 
I39 
141 
99 

183 
81 
85 
72 

- PE 
0.754 
0.622 
0.167 
0.W 
0.031 
0.146 
0.169 
0.090 
0.103 
02% 
0.287 
0.183 
0.161 
0.016 
0.052 
0.011 
0.107 
0.012 
0.07 
O.Oo0 
0.016 
0.m 
0.019 
0.W 
0.061 
0.01 1 
0.061 
0.082 
0.111 

. 

Kcy: A' = number of M rows:  PE = prnponion of M tow 
containing wrdinccggr; VPMHAT = essrimrrc ofurdinc bmnuss 
2 PK d d  and older brvd on rhc r r g ~ i o n  esrimarc of rablc 2. no 
comunr. 
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surveys (figures 1 and 2) to accomplish a daily egg 
production estimate based on the extent of spawn- 
ing in the 1929-32 and 1939 surveys (Scdfield 1934; 
Ahlstrom 1948). 

DISCUSSION 
Monitoring sardine biomass for fisheries managc- 

ment and ecosystem time series can be done with 
precise. but elaborate and expensive. egg production 
methods as used for the baseline studies of northern 
anchovy (Lasker 1985). Alternatively. indirect mcth- 
ods could be used, such as the deposition rate of 
scales (Soutar and Iuacs 1974) in anoxic sediments 
or traps; aerial surveys (Squire 1972); incidence and 
abundance of eggs or larvae; or trawl-acoustic meth- 
ods in a mixed technique model (Methot 1989). Sar- 
dine stocks in the Glifornia Current rCgion and 
other regions in the world fluctuate by orders of 
magnitude (Smith and Moser 1988; Uuch-Belda et 
ai. 1989). and rough estimates of biomass may be 
sufficient for management plans during many pt 
nods of the species time sequence. 
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